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PHASES OF LITERACY ACQUISITION
(from Breakthrough (2006). Fullan, M., Hill, P., & Crevola, C.. Corwin Press. p. 60)

1. Pre-Emergent

During this stage, students are not yet reading published texts, they can often read their own name and maybe one or two
other sight words. Students in this stage have limited oral language knowledge and limited knowledge of how print works.
This is often referred to as the role-play stage of development.

2. Early Emergent

These students are beginning to apply their knowledge about how print works. They are beginning to apply some early
conventions and concepts about print as they read simple texts. They have a small bank of letter
knowledge and high-frequency sight words. They can read some known texts relying heavily on memory and picture cues.
Their ability to read fluently is limited as they rely heavily on one-to-one matching and finger pointing.

3. Emergent

During this stage, students can reconstruct familiar texts and can respond to and discuss texts. They are more consistent in
matching the written word to the spoken word. Their letter/sound knowledge is developed to the point at which they are
beginning to problem-solve on unknown words and to experiment when reading simple texts. Emergent students have a
growing bank of high frequency sight words.

4. Beginning
Beginning readers understand that a text represents a consistent way of telling a story or relating information. They have
begun to use a variety of strategies to decode and comprehend texts and are able to adapt their reading to suit different
text types. Their letter/sound knowledge is now consolidated. Reading fluency is a major focus in this stage.

5. Transitional

During this stage, students are beginning to integrate all information sources to make meaning from text. They have the
ability to make connections between what they already know and what is new. They can relate to the text and make
meaningful predictions and self-correct independently. They read in a phrased and fluent manner using intonation and
language structures to support the construction of the message.

6. Established
Established readers have an understanding of the characters, events, situations, and relationships in narrative texts. They
make personal connections with the characters, evaluate situations, and make judgments based on their experiences.
Students in this stage read a variety of nonfiction material for research purposes and for pleasure. Established readers can
and need to read for longer stretches of time; they can read silently and adjust their style of reading to reflect the text and
the purpose. They can decode unknown words rapidly and fluently.
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Increasing Reader Independence

Credit of information:
Fountas and Pinnell , Reading Rockets

Established
An understanding of enhanced
vocabulary.

The understanding that
The reader needs the ability multiple events often involving
to read increasingly larger
multiple characters help to
amounts of text.
understand the plot.

New vocabulary is Reader needs to understand The ability to remember
learned to help text features.
attributes and actions that will
understand the
help in understanding
text.
Knowledge around diagrams: character development.
heading, captions, labels,
maps, charts, graphs.
Skills to independently monitor
for understanding and to ask
An understanding of how to questions.
use a table of contents
and glossary.
The ability to notice and
remember significant
The reader discerns between information from illustrations,
conversation and text
graphics and remember story
(narrative).
details of time and place.

Making class
books or writing
where meaning
spans over two
pages.

Modelling
continuity in
Draw information and
reading from
page to page
vocabulary out of the
pictures so the student
during read
understands that the pictures aloud.
closely and explicitly support
the text.

Exploring vocabulary before
reading.
Demonstrating multiple
voices during read aloud.
Providing activities that will
help students use the text
features to find information.
Build fluency by modelling
fluent reading and providing
opportunities to read text
many times. Ie. (readers
theatre, partner reading.)

Deeply explore characters.
Discuss information from
illustrations and make
pertinent connections to
aid in remembering.
Explore details of time and
place in readings using a
concept map idea or
timeline.
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What the research tells us…
Balanced Literacy Environments
Balanced Literacy Teaching
include:
includes:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

A literacy rich environment (Build
your classroom library and make it
an area of importance)
Different classroom areas to
engage in whole group, small
group and independent literacy
activities
Word walls/word
folders/dictionaries and hands-on
materials to explore word patterns
Labels on items in the room (great
for emergent readers, ELL learners &
struggling readers)
Co-created anchor charts,
reference to content vocabulary &
processes
Student work displayed
Access to electronic tools that
support learning and engagement

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Strong classroom management and
routines
Teachers who are great motivators
by sharing an enthusiasm for books
and literacy learning
An integrated approach to learning
(cross curricular)
A clear understanding of students’
current level of development and a
plan for moving them forward from
that point.
Choice in their reading and writing
tasks
Frequent opportunities to talk about
reading and writing
Gradual release of responsibility
Ongoing specific, targeted
feedback for independent growth
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Research over the last 20+ years has shown that children need certain experiences each day in order to grow in their literacy
skills. The research was summed up by Richard Allington in Reading Teacher, 2013

Every Child, Every Day…
Reads something they have chosen themselves.
Reads accurately.
Reads something he or she understands.
Writes something personally meaningful.
Talks with peers about reading and writing.
Listens to a fluent adult reader read aloud.

~Richard Allington~
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First Peoples Principles of Learning- Connections to Literacy

The First Peoples Principles of Learning and other ways of
knowing contribute to a more holistic and experiential
experience of literacy and benefits all learners. There are
many thoughtful and authentic ways to teach Aboriginal
history and culture. The First Peoples Principles of Learning
can be used as a teaching tool to help create lessons for
your students in literacy and in all other subject areas. Help
students start to understand First Peoples views and culture
by exploring these basic principles with your class and
embedding them into your literacy instruction.

First Peoples Principles of Learning- Connections to Literacy

• Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family,
the community, the land, the spirits, and the ancestors
• Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational
(focused on connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a
sense of place)
• Learning involves recognizing the consequences of one’s actions.
• Learning involves generational roles and responsibilities
• Learning recognizes the role of indigenous knowledge
• Learning involves patience and time
• Learning requires exploration of one’s identity
• Learning involves recognizing that some knowledge is sacred and
only shared with permission and/or in certain situations
9

Suggested Strategies to Use:

qShare aboriginal qConnect the
qSet up
qRead/provide
core
books
stories with your
opportunities to
competencies
recognized as
class, highlight
read with “Big
for “I
authentically
that stories are
Buddies”
aboriginal.
shared with
can/understand qTry to design
Discuss story
permission
inquiry based,
statements” to
meanings and
open ended
qCreate
the First Peoples
teachings
opportunities for
Principles in
writing tasks that
student
literacy activities
reflect the
qEncourage
research, writing qEncourage
Principles
patience and
collaborative
and discussion
qInvite members
perseverance
writing pieces
about family
of the
as students work
community to
history/heritage. qWhere possible,
through the
share their roles
reading and
Use a variety of
take literacy
and
writing process
media to
outside
responsibilities
present writing
as a family
member
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Primary Balanced Literacy Components
Whole Group + Small Group + Individual = Balanced Instruction

Read Aloud

Modeled Writing

Shared Reading
Word Study

Shared Writing

Small Group &
Guided Reading
Instruction
Independent
Reading
Image from all-free-download.com

Comprehend and Connect
(Reading, listening, viewing)

Independent
Writing

Create and Communicate

(Writing, speaking, representing)
1
1

Oral Language
Oral language skills must be practiced regularly in order for
children to grow in their communications skills, listening skills
and speaking skills. All of these skills transfer to reading and
writing. Speaking and listening skills are embedded into all
lessons. Some ideas to consider:
• Teach students to ask clarifying questions to ensure
understanding
• Provide a sharing time for students so that they can share
something personally meaningful
• Teach students how to recognize facial expressions and
body communication by creating short skits that
demonstrate emotions
• Arrange for students to be the teacher for a lesson so that
they can experience and practice effective
communication and clear instructions
• Allow students to share their writing and thinking regularly
• Oral language is the traditional way of learning in most
Indigenous cultures.
• Share some oral stories from websites featuring Indigenous
story telling.
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Whole Group + Small Group + Individual = Balanced Instruction
Read Aloud:

Teacher reads selection aloud to students to instruct, inspire, entertain listeners & readers
Provides adult model of fluent reading (voice, tone, volume, inflection, pace, gesture)
Develops sense of story/text
Develops vocabulary
Encourages prediction/connections
Builds a community of readers & develops active listening

Read Aloud

Shared Reading:

Teacher and students read text together
Demonstrates awareness of text (Purpose/Functions)
Develops sense of story or content (Literary Elements/Devices)
Promotes reading strategies “What do good readers do?”
(metacognition)
Develops fluency and phrasing
Increases comprehension

Modeled Writing:

Modeled Writing

Shared Reading

Word Study:

Provides knowledge of language features,
spelling patterns, structure, grammar, and
conventions. Builds vocabulary.

Teacher models the process of writing as well as the elements
of effective writing instruction to build shared understanding
Develops writing strategies and processes (planning, organizing,
drafting, revising)
Supports reading development
Provides model for a variety of writing styles, forms, and
functions
Produces text that students can refer back to

Shared Writing

Word Study

Shared Writing:

Teacher “shares the pen” with students. Teacher
and students co-create a story, poem, or other
piece of writing.
Students work together to co-create or give
feedback
This helps students with the enjoyment of writing
and promotes risk taking in writing

Guided Reading:

Teacher introduces a selection at student's
instructional level or who demonstrate similar
reading behaviours
Promotes reading strategies and thinking skills
Increases comprehension
Encourages independent reading

Independent
Writing

Guided Reading

Independent
Independent Reading:

Students read independently for sustained periods of time
Encourages strategic reading
Increases comprehension
Supports writing development
Extends experiences with a variety of written texts
Promotes reading for enjoyment and information
Develops fluency
Fosters self-confidence by reading familiar and new text

Reading

Independent Writing:

Teacher provides explicit instruction in writing
(genres) using mentor texts as models
Teacher provides choice in writing topics
Teacher introduces peer feedback and creates a
writing environment conducive to collaboration
Time, space and opportunity is available for peer
and independent writing

Primary Literacy Throughout the Year: A Sample Year

As no year or student is ever the same, this is a general sample of what a year of literacy may look like. Scaffolding and revisiting these strategies is important.
Suggested reading and writing strategies and skills have been provided (in bold) to give teachers an idea of how they could fit into a year long plan. However,
teachers are encouraged to understand their own students’ literacy needs and plan accordingly.

September

October

November

•Create a classroom library that is organized and labelled (by theme, by series, and including other cultures) and is a welcoming place to go.
•Teach your students how to pick a “just right” book.
•Provide time for students to explore meaningful, choice-based writing and partner speaking and listening strategies. Suggested: IDEAS.
•Share a morning message where students will engage in reading, listening, speaking and building comprehension. Suggested: CONNECTIONS.
•Begin to introduce literacy structures that your students will use for the rest of the year. Start with one – read to self, or quiet reading. Build
stamina.
•Complete a Fountas & Pinnell assessment on all your learners as a starting point. Begin with the levels they left off on from last year and start with
your vulnerable students. Build in simple student self assessment structures. (Thumbs up, thumbs down)

•Use the assessment levels to create initial reading groups. (To be manageable, no more than 4 is recommended.)
•Introduce a second literacy structure like spelling/word work and teach your students the approach that you will eventually put into an
independent activity that can be used with any word set. Students will work with the words, not memorize lists. Celebrate new words regularly.
•Begin small group instruction with your most vulnerable readers, then others. Try to read with them daily even if it is at another time of the day.
•Plan using a “day 1, day 2” format so that if you miss a Monday, it won’t matter and you can still pick up where you left off.
• As you are taking a group, the rest of your class work on quiet reading and word work related to their spelling, vocabulary and/or theme work.
• Use mentor books to teach students about what makes a good story and poems to teach word choice and build fluency during shared reading.
•Recognize and teach that story in one culture is a not a story in another.(ie. First Nations stories do not have a beginning, middle and end.)
•Suggested: VISUALIZING and story structure (ORGANIZATION). (Reassess your vulnerable readers every 3 to 4 weeks and restructure groups if necessary.)

•Add a third literacy structure for your students like writing. Suggest teaching mini lessons on skills such as WORD CHOICE.
•Use a folder and/or notebook for students to practice their writing. Use these writing samples as formative assessments then scaffold their
learning with new mini lessons to help students progress.
•Create anchor charts together to represent learning and concepts that students can refer back to and showcase student work on bulletin boards.
•Be sure to allow many opportunities for students to share their writing aloud to help improve oral language.
•Teach students about author’s purpose: persuade, inform, entertain. Relate it to books your are reading aloud and during shared reading.
•Bring in Indigenous authors and compare and contrast with other authors.
•Increase the regularity and complexity of the student self assessment. (See the assessment section of this guide for more ideas.)

Plan some co-teaching lessons with your resource
teacher to reach more students in your literacy block.
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Primary Literacy Throughout the Year
Guidelines

December

January

February

•Continue with your literacy routines as much as possible through the month of December as this is the first month of the second term.
•Choose seasonal books to add interest to the shared reading experiences. Have First Nations books about traditional costumes.
•Revisit your reading groups and look for strengths and areas requiring more attention. Try some groups that focus on a strategy rather than a
level: ie: fluency, comprehension, inference, visualizing and plan a lesson for that.
• This is a good time for extra literacy opportunities where students can express their ideas on sharing, giving and kindness which aligns nicely to
the core competencies.
• Review author’s purpose and have students decide what their purpose is before they write.
• Introduce QUESTIONING – what’s the difference between a quick question and a deeper thinking question?

•Reassess reading levels of students needing an update in order to plan your instruction – what do my students need now to move forward?
• Look at the difference between fiction and non-fiction and create an anchor chart together.
•Investigate non-fiction text features
•Review your routines for literacy structures/centres and begin to plan more of your literacy lessons around Social Studies and Science concepts
For writing, increase the skill level as you see fit depending on your students, grade, current level etc. (letters to words, words to sentences,
sentences to paragraphs) You want your students to learn the skills while increasing the amount of writing they are doing. Students may benefit
from using a student dictionary so that they are not stalled by their inability to spell. Explore SENTENCE VARIETY in children’s literature.
•Add a “listen to reading” centre. Using an ipad, a reading app (such as Epic) and an earbud adaptor, 4-5 students can listen at the same time.

•Revisit your literacy structures. Are they running smoothly? Do students now need more of a challenge? Plan some adaptations to your centres
to increase the level of complexity for your students. Be sure that there is enough differentiation so that all learners can continue to thrive.
•Outline why it is important to DETERMINE IMPORTANCE when reading non-fiction texts.
• Continue to integrate concepts from Social Studies and Science that are relevant to this learning.
• Ask students to bring their “just right books” to the small group to share. Notice their ability to determine the book they will choose. Do you
need to reteach some students?
• Teach VOICE in writing. Whose voice are we hearing? How do your books work towards increasing engagement to all cultures?

15

Primary Literacy Throughout the Year
Guidelines

March

•Pair students up to share reading, writing. Teach students to give constructive peer feedback.
•Teaching about CONVENTIONS and editing skills. (Note: conventions are taught in mini lessons etc. throughout the year but earlier in the year in
the emphasis is on enjoying the process of learning how to write and constructing your own understanding through the sharing of written ideas.).
This focus is more obvious and mentor texts and mentor sentences can be used to introduce and/reinforce proper spelling, punctuation and
capitalization, and grammar.

•
•

April

May/June

•
•
•
•

Teach INFER and reinforce student monitoring for comprehension.
Use pictures and wordless picture books to learn and practice inferring. Older students might use articles from the internet that the
teacher provides.
Teach VOICE in writing. Look for voice in various mentor texts used throughout the year and/or author studies.
Have students practice their own “voice” in writing.
In small groups, have students determine an author’s purpose and then the voice used to create that purpose. Make sure to include
authors of all cultures and backgrounds.
Teach and write OPINION pieces. Students can practice their voice in their writing and students can give feedback on how listening to it
made them feel. (Did it persuade, inform or entertain them?)

•Teach students to SYNTHESIIZE and/or transform their learning. How can they use learned information and integrate it into what they already
know to create new learning and knowledge? Transforming involves: “I used to think…but now I think…”
•Teach PRESENTATION and ways a reader, speaker or writer can present their work. (Reader’s theatre, poem reading, speech, graphic novel, comic,
reading for different audiences and including those stories and voices of First Nations.)
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Reading TO:

Read Aloud/Modelled Reading

Teacher reads selection aloud to students to instruct, inspire, and entertain listeners &
readers.

• Provides adult model of fluent reading (voice, tone, volume, inflection,
pace, gesture)
• Promotes joy in reading
• Develops sense of story/text
• Develops vocabulary
• Builds a community of readers
• Develops active listening
• Teaches the reading process in a meaningful context
• Motivates students to read
• Highlights the traditional stories of First Nations
Teacher read-alouds demonstrate the power of stories. By showing students
the ways that involvement with text engages us, we give them energy for
learning how reading works.
Jan Miller
17

Suggested Tips and Strategies:
qGrab a favourite
picture book and
launch a discussion
on author purpose
qInclude authors of
other nationalities,
backgrounds
qModel voice,
expression and
fluency vs
monotone (robot
reading)
qIntroduce
preliminary
vocabulary

q Focus on the
qRead different
illustrations, do
types of genres in
they help give a
different voices
deeper
qRead various types
understanding of
of print
the story?
(newspapers,
articles, recipes…)
qPick a book with a
big idea or theme in qRead aloud to
change the tone of
mind. How could
the room, settle
this tie into First
students down, or
Nations learning
build enthusiasm
and understanding?
and anticipation
qRead several titles
from the same
author and examine
writing style

qMake read alouds
part of the daily
routine
qInvite students to
pick the read aloud
books
qUse read alouds to
explore distinctions
between fiction and
non fiction
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Reading WITH:

Small Group Instruction

Students work in small groups to share and collaborate on a common
reading selection.
• Increases language strategies (talking and thinking about reading, oral
storytelling processes)
• Building skills in phonemic awareness, concepts of print, sound/letter
recognition
• Develops individual readers while teachers are available for support and
scaffolding
• Helps students learn skills and strategies that will allow them to read
difficult texts independently
• Enables students to experience success in reading for meaning
• Encourages the exchange of ideas and perspectives
• Explores texts in creative and playful ways
• Engages students in cooperative learning tasks that build communication
and thinking skills
• Allows for student choice and heightened engagement
19

Suggested Tips and Strategies:

q Teach reading
strategies:
• chunk it
• look for a base
word
• reread
• sound it out
• use picture clues
• use context clues
• use background
knowledge
• read on
• use text features
q Listen to student(s)
read aloud and
offer timely
prompting and
feedback
qChoose books and
authors where
students see
themselves (ie
different cultures)

q Pull a small group
to:
• front end load
vocabulary
• do a picture walk
• practice fluency
• explore literary
elements
(character, setting,
problem, solution)
• model reading for
meaning
• Explore poetry and
word choice
q Practice a reading
strategy in different
contexts
q Review a reading
strategy before
students begin a
new text

q Pull a small group
of students to
review text features
of non-fiction
books
q Explore the
powerful language
used in fiction by
acting out strong
verbs
q Use small groups
to explore and
practice
behavioural
expectations that
support reading
q Teach students
about finding a just
right book.
q Explore reading
topic interests with
students

q Provide students
with journals to
record their
thoughts about
reading/books
q Explore expressing
through emergent
and conventional
spelling
q Teach
comprehension
strategies:
• ask questions
• author’s purpose
• determine
importance
• make
connections
• visualize
• retell/summarize
• make inferences
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Reading WITH:

Shared Reading/Interactive Reading

Teacher and students read text together. Text must be large enough for all the
students to see clearly, so they can share in the reading of the text.

Demonstrates awareness of text (purpose/functions)
Develops sense of story or content (literary elements/devices)
Promotes reading strategies “What good readers do” (metacognition:
before reading, during reading, after reading.)
Encourages prediction/connections
Teaches and reinforces rhyme which helps with learning word families
Develops fluency and phrasing
Increases comprehension
Allows students to enjoy materials that they may not be able to read on
their own
• Builds sight vocabulary
• Assists students in learning where to look/focus their attention
• Allows students to interact with the reading (ie. Reader’s Theatre)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“You can find magic wherever you look. Sit back and relax, all you need is a book.” – Dr. Seuss
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Suggested Tips and Strategies:
q Explore rhymes,
chants and songs
together
q Choral reading
q Read morning
messages
together or
classroom news
q Read with all eyes
on text (ie. big
book, document
camera, pocket
chart)
q Invite students to
“turn and talk” to
a partner about
what they have
read

q Focus on the
q Cover up part of
qUsed shared
a text to focus on
reading to model
print, and any text
vocabulary or
making
features used (non
predictions and
fiction)
specific aspects of
connections
q Include a Socials
print
q Have students
qUse shared
or Science book
extend the story
and find
reading to explore
important words
elements through
different authors
drama or other
to help determine
q Implement
creative means
meaning or
BEFORE,
such as Reader’s
building
(ie.predict,prior
Theatre. Connect
vocabulary
knowledge)
qInclude First
to First Nations by
DURING (ie.
dance, story and
Nations content
connect), and
mask.
q Practice using
AFTER (retell,
different voices for q As a class, read
summarize)
characters
together with
reading strategies.
expression
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Reading BY:

Independent Reading

Students read independently for sustained periods of time.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All ages can read independently. Practice reading in three
different ways: read using the pictures to tell the story, retell with
picture and some text and read read text
Students can increase their stamina over time
Increases comprehension
Extends experiences with a variety of written texts including First
Nations
Promotes reading for enjoyment and information
Develops fluency
Helps to develop literacy skills that allow students to be more
independent in other classroom literacy routines
Fosters self-confidence by reading familiar and new text
Provides opportunities to use mistakes as learning opportunities
23
Supports writing development
“Reading gives us someplace to go when we have to stay where we are.” – Mason Cooley

Suggested Tips Strategies to Use:
q Ensure students
q Some students will q Use quiet reading
are self-selecting
need to do a
time to
reading material
reader’s mumble
conference with
Choice is key
during quiet
students about
q Have an
reading time
what they are
q Build stamina and
extensive and
reading
organized
practice
q Help all children
classroom library
independent
see themselves as
that includes a
reading behaviour
readers
wide variety of
routines
q Have a book box
different books
q Help children to
of self selected
that represent all
find quiet spaces
materials to allow
where they can
the child to be
children
q Introduce
read (mats,
more sustained in
students to various
pillows, comfy
reading
genres, read
chairs)
excerpts and build
excitement
q Allow students to
read to a “stuffie”

q Ensure that quiet
reading is a
regularly
scheduled part of
the daily routine
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Comprehension Strategies in the Primary Grades
Students in grades K-3 need to learn and develop strategies that will help
them make connections to their life, which will help them to understand what
they are reading.
Strategies that build deeper understanding and critical thinking…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use metacognition (talking and thinking about reading) to reflect, question, goal-set, evaluate
check for understanding
back up and reread
retell the story
use prior knowledge to connect with the text
visualize (make a picture or mental image)
ask questions throughout reading process
predict what will happen; use text to confirm
infer and support with evidence from the text
summarize text (sequence main events)draw conclusions
determine importance (main idea & supporting details)
recognize & explain cause and effect relationships
compare and contrast within and between text
use text features
determine author’s purpose (support with text)
identify characteristics of text (narrative, expository, persuasive,)
understand that there are different genres with specific characteristics
recognize story elements: beginning, middle, end, characters, details, theme
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Comprehension Strategies in the Primary Grades
Strategies that build fluency and vocabulary…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reread text
blend sounds; stretch & reread
chunk letters and sounds together
flip vowel sounds from long-to-short or short-to-long
recognize compound words and contractions
skip the word and then come back
trade a word/guess a word that makes sense
cross check- does it make sense? does is look right? does it sound right?
focus on punctuation to enhance phrasing- reread multiple times while adjusting and applying
different reading rates to match text
break words into syllables
tune in to interesting words and use new vocabulary in speaking and writing
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Spelling
Spelling development has been studied for years and although not all researchers agree on everything, there are
common elements of spelling instruction that most researchers agree must be present in order for children to learn
how to spell.
Spelling instruction must be explicit and based on a child’s current level of spelling development. The phases of
spelling development (Bear and Templeton, 1998) are the same for all children, however, not all children go
through the stages at the same time or at the same rate.
This is why it is important to assess where each one of your students are in the developmental continuum, and
create a series of lessons and word study that will help them to move onto the next stage of their spelling
development. Remember, children in your classroom may be at varying stages of development regardless of their
age and it is important to meet them where they are at and understand that one size does not fit all.
There are a variety of different spelling and word study methods and structures that you may choose to
implement in your classroom to teach spelling. The important thing is that students are working with words that are
based on their current level of understanding and you are providing meaningful activities that will help them
move through these stages. Copying spelling words out from a list is not effective. Instruction will involve
observation, interaction, writing and assessment.
The progression through each stage is gradual. In samples of student writing, you will often see examples from
more than one stage. Also, the fact that children progress through identifiable stages in their spelling does not
mean that spelling development is spontaneous and will simply unfold “naturally,” without instruction. To the
contrary, direct instruction in spelling is vital and shapes children’s progression through each of the stages
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Stages of Spelling Development
Precommunicative stage (typically 3+ years to 5+ years) There is little or no evidence of alphabetic
knowledge. Strings of letter-like forms. May or may not understand left-to-right directionality.

Semiphonetic (typically 4+ years to 6+ years) The child understands that sounds can be represented
by a letter. The concept of a word is beginning to be understood. Words may be written with one or
two letters. The main sounds in a word are being used. Consonants are used more often than vowels.
A few sight words are spelled correctly. (me, I) Knowledge of the alphabet is evident.

Phonetic stage (typically 5+ years to 7+ years) The child uses a letter or group of letters to represent
every speech sound that they hear in a word. Invented spellings make sense. ie: becuz Known sight
words are used correctly.

Transitional stage (typically 6+ years to 11+ years) Conventions of spelling are understood and vowels
are placed in every syllable. The child is able to recognize when a common word is misspelled. Less
dependence on sound for spelling and more reliance on visual patterns and an understanding of the
structure of words. Applying word structure knowledge to larger words such as prefixes and suffixes,
doubling a letter, etc. can be seen.

Correct stage (typically from 10-11+ years) The speller knows the English orthographic system and its
basic rules. The correct speller fundamentally understands how to deal with such things as prefixes and
suffixes, silent consonants, alternative spellings, and irregular spellings. This knowledge is applied to
unknown words. The child's generalizations about spelling and knowledge of exceptions are usually
correct and they can distinguish between homonyms using context clues. The student is increasing in
proficiency with proof-reading strategies and has a large bank of complex words they can spell
automatically.

(Read, 1971, 1975, Beers and Henderson, 1977, Chomsky, 1971, Gentry, 1982, 2004)
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Word Study
Teacher provides opportunities for students to explore various
language features in a hands-on and interactive environment.
•
•
•
•
•

Builds awareness of language features, spelling and structure,
grammar, and conventions
Helps students move from phonetic to visual strategies
Builds vocabulary and word recognition
Allows for the investigation of patterns in words
Helps children develop spelling knowledge as they work through
the stages of spelling with developmental activities that promote
growth
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Suggested Tips and Strategies:
q Notice where
your students are
at in their spelling
q Provide lots of
opportunity for
students to write
q Analyze invented
spelling for
common areas or
spelling mistake
patterns
q Compare and
contrast features
in words
q Use games or
activities to apply
word knowledge

q Explore word
families
q Examine plural
endings
q Use mentor
sentences to
model grammar,
punctuation and
writer’s craft.
(Choose one from
their favourite
books and take a
closer look
together.)
q Explore local First
Nations words

q Allow
opportunities for
students to
manipulate letters
in words, words in
sentences.
q Create anchor
charts together of
word families,
sight words
q Students can
begin to write at
any age. Some
students learn to
write before they
learn to read by
constructing their
own stories.

q Have students go
back through their
own writing and
add correctly
spelled words to a
personal
dictionary or word
list
q Use cards to sort
new vocabulary
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Modeled Writing
Teacher models the process of writing as well as the elements of
effective writing instruction to build shared understanding.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports reading and writing development
Develops writing strategies and processes (pre, during, after)
Teaches students about the traits and skills that authors have that
can be developed with younger authors.
Provides a model for a variety of writing styles, forms, and
functions
Provides opportunities for students to construct their own learning
through written expression of ideas
Provides opportunities to write about something personally
meaningful
Gives students an opportunity to express themselves in written
form
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Suggested Tips and Strategies:
q Find great
examples of
writing and
“imitate” the
craft of the
writing (such as
through author
studies)
q Select a piece
of writing that
shows a great
example of one
or more of the
traits, and
extend or copy
the writing style

q Write the entire q Take a few
q Demonstrate
in-the-moment
text yourself in
pieces of writing
front of students
and have
revision
while requesting
students work
q Post the
input
together to add
completed text
q Avoid
a “hook”
in an accessible
deliberately
q Use graphic
spot in the
made errors
organizers to
classroom or
build a piece of
during shared
turn writing
writing together
writing
sample into an
anchor chart
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Shared Writing
Teacher “shares the pen” with the students as a collaborative
process. Students work together in pairs to share ideas, give
feedback, and enjoy the process together.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports reading, writing and oral language development
Develops writing strategies and processes (pre, during, after)
Teaches students about the traits and skills that authors have that
can be developed with younger authors.
Provides a model for a variety of writing styles, forms, and
functions
Provides opportunities for students to construct their own learning
through written expression of ideas
Provides opportunities to write about something personally
meaningful
Gives students an opportunity to express themselves in written
form and share it with others
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Suggested Tips and Strategies:
q Find great
examples of
writing and
“imitate” the
craft of the
writing (such as
through author
studies)
q Select a piece
of writing that
shows a great
example of one
or more of the
traits, and
extend or copy
the writing style

q Write the entire q Take a few
q Demonstrate
in-the-moment
text yourself in
pieces of writing
front of students
and have
revision
while requesting
students work
q Post the
input
together to add
completed text
q Avoid
a “hook”
in an accessible
deliberately
q Use graphic
spot in the
made errors
organizers to
classroom or
build a piece of
during shared
turn writing
writing together
writing
sample into an
anchor chart
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Independent Writing
Teacher draws on experiences, perspectives, and understandings of students and/or
professional literature to select topics that are personally meaningful and connects
with students to conference on their writing

•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing begins with ideas that can shared through play or
discussion
Encourages early construction of personal writing
Supports writing development through the practice of strategies
and processes (pre, during after)
Supports writing based on thinking process, experiences, interests,
and personal journeys
Provides opportunity to practice a variety of writing styles, forms,
and functions)
Promotes writing for enjoyment and information
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Suggested Strategies to Use:
q Teach students q Practice writing
how to create
together before
requiring
lists of possible
ideas to write
students to write
about/purposes
independently
q Record student q Encourage
writing for
students to set
reluctant writers
goals for their
q Explicitly teach
personal writing
how to make
q Use
use of graphic
independent
organizers,
writing
don’t just
to conference
provide them
with students
about their
writing goals

q Teach students
how to
brainstorm, or
“rapid write” to
generate ideas
q Provide
frameworks for
independent
writing tasks
q Design inquiry
based, open
ended writing
tasks that allow
for true
personalization
q Encourage
students to
draw about
their writing to
aid in
visualizations

q Ensure that
independent
writing is a
regularly
scheduled part
of the daily
routine
q Craft writing
lessons with
student interests
in mind
q Make the
writing
meaningful,
write a letter…
send the letter
q Provide
prompts for
students who 36
struggle with the
writing process

Qualities of the Writing Traits
Key Qualities of Each Trait
Ideas

Word Choice

•
•
•
•

•
•

Finding a Topic
Focusing the Topic
Developing the Topic
Using Details

•
•

Applying Strong Verbs
Selecting Striking Words and
Phrases
Using Specific and Accurate
Words
Choosing Words That Deepen
Meaning

Organization

Sentence Fluency

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Creating the Lead
Using Sequence Words and
Transition Words
Structuring the Body
Ending With a Sense of
Resolution

•

Crafting Well-Built Sentences
Varying Sentence Types
Capturing Smooth and
Rhythmic Flow
Breaking the “Rules” to
Create Fluency

Voice

Conventions

•
•
•

•
•

•

Establishing a Tone
Conveying the Purpose
Creating a Connection to the
Audience
Taking Risks to Create Voice

•
•

Checking Spelling
Punctuating Effectively and
Paragraphing Accurately
Capitalizing Correctly
Applying Grammar and
Usage

Taken from Using Mentor Texts to Teach Writing With the Traits
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Small Group/Guided Reading Assessment

An independent reading level is when the reader
knows most of the words and can comprehend
the text without much difficultly. A book at the
independent level is often referred to as a “just
right” book. These books help students become
better readers through lots of practice. An
independent level book should sound smooth
when read aloud and feel comfortable to read.
These are the books that can be sent home to
read for practice and enjoyment. These books
can be regular books that are at their level and
needn’t be “guided reading books”.
Choice is key.

A “Just Right” book is one
you are interested in and
that you can read
accurately, fluently, and
with good
comprehension.

I-PICK
Purpose – I have a reason to read this
book.
Interest – I am really interested in this
topic, story, or author!
Comprehension – I understand the text
and can retell it (story elements, big
ideas, and supporting details).
Know – I know almost every word and I
can read it smoothly and with
expression.
(Gail Boushey and Joan Moser)
(used with permission)

A book at an instructional reading level is
more challenging for the reader, but is not
too hard. With instructional support and
scaffolding of skills, these books help move
students forward in their learning.
Teachers use sets of guided reading books
to support small groups of students in
reading at their instructional level.
(Information adapted from Fountas and
Pinnell)

Reading Assessment Guidelines for Grades 1-3

September –
October

a. Review June reading levels.
b. Complete a *Fountas & Pinnell (BAS) assessment by the 3rd week of classes on the students
not yet meeting in June and on any other students where you have concerns.
c. Submit NYM levels to Admin and School Based Team staff by the end of September.
d. Begin F & P assessment on the rest of the class using June levels as a starting point.
e. Guided reading groups can begin once literacy structures (ie. Daily 5) have been taught and
put into place; usually by mid-October. These can be adjusted as more information is gained
about your students.
*PM Benchmarks can be used in grade 1, however any District training will be in F & P.

Ongoing

End of Each Term

May

a. Administer F & P for struggling readers regularly, (1-2 times per term).
b. Continue ongoing formative assessment strategies to pinpoint where instruction is needed.
ü running records
ü reading conferences
ü anecdotal records
ü reading logs
ü performance standards
c. Teachers should be aware of reading abilities at all times during the year. (Formally or
informally as above)
d. Small group instruction for all students. Try to meet struggling students on a more frequent
basis. (Daily if possible.)
• Reading levels from students meeting or exceeding expectations can be from
observations, running records, conferences and/or performance standards.

a. Submit reading levels of students to Administration and School Based Team at the end
of each term.

a. Administer F&P to the whole class at the end of May.
b. Submit reading levels to Administration and District.

September 2019

IND. INST.

IND. INST.
Meeting

Approaching

IND. = Independent
INST. = Instructional

Reading Levels Primary

Sept.

A

Sept.

Pre-A
Pre-A

B-C
A

Nov.

D-E

Nov.

B-C

F
D-E

IND. INST.

IND.

Mar.

G

H

June

I

Mar.

E-F

G

June

G-H

Grade 1

Grade 1 teachers: please use the conversion chart on the next page if you are using PM Benchmarks.

IND. INST.

IND. INST.

IND.

IND. INST.

Meeting

Sept.

I

J

Nov.

J

K

Mar.

K

L

June

M

Approaching

Sept.

G-H

H-I

Nov.

H-I

I-J

Mar.

J-K

K-L

June

K-L

IND. INST.
Meeting

Approaching

Sept.
Sept.

M

K-L

N

L-M

IND. INST.
Nov.
Nov.

N

O

IND.

IND. INST.
Mar.

O

P

Grade 2

June

P

Grade 3
L-M

M-N

Mar.

M-N

N-O

June

N-O

•These levels represent the student’s independent and instructional level using unseen, levelled text with no teacher scaffolding.
•Use the F & P (*or Benchmarks in grade 1) to determine the current level of the child.
•Students should be able to read the text independently with 95% accuracy. In addition to decoding, satisfactory comprehension and fluency must be in
place for level A –K. For level L-Z, 98% accuracy with fluency and comprehension is required.
•For communicating student learning, please use several sources of assessment including observations, individual conferencing, running records
and professional judgement. (Remember, we do not report numeric or letter levels to parents.)
• Instructional levels are used to inform teaching throughout the year. The District collects the independent levels in June using the above guidelines.

Grade Level in
Langley

Grade 1

Fountas and
Pinnell

PM
Benchmarks

A

1

B

2
3

C
5
D

6
7

E

8
9

F

10
11

G

12
13

H

I

14
15

Please note:
All training in reading assessment in our
District will be on the The Fountas and Pinnell
System. However, some grade one teachers
are familiar with and like to use the PM
Benchmark system. At grade one, PM
Benchmark remains an option to use.
Please use this conversion guideline,
supported by your professional observations,
to determine a Fountas and Pinnell level to
submit to the District.

16

Grade 2

J

19
K

Grade 3

18

20

L

21

M

22

N

23

O

24

P

25

*Level 17 acts as the “bridge” between gr 1 and gr 2 but isn’t shown in most
conversion charts.

Assessment for Learning Practices
The primary purpose of assessment is to improve teaching and learning. This is embedded
into lessons every day.
•

Learning Intentions – students understand what they are
expected to learn

•

Clear Criteria for Success – co-construct criteria for quality
and success

•

Effective Questioning – use questioning that promotes deep
thinking and learning

•

Descriptive Feedback –provide specific detailed feedback

•

Self and Peer Assessment – students are reflective and
involved in the assessment process

•

Student Ownership – have students share with others and
communicate their learning

Assessment for Learning

Source:
Black & Williams, 1998

Any assessment for which the first priority in its
design and practice is to serve the purpose of
promoting pupils’ learning.
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Formative Assessment Strategies (Individual)
One Sentence
Summary
One Word Summary
Ticket to Leave
Red Green Yellow
Traffic Lights
Self-Reflection
Misconception Check

Students are asked to write a summary sentence that answers the "who, what where, when, why, how" questions
about the topic.
Select (or invent) one word which best summarizes a topic.
Closing activity where students respond in writing or verbally to short assignments.
Give each student a small slip of paper. As they are working they can draw a green circle if they are clear on the
concept, yellow if they could use a bit of help, or red if they are not understanding.
Journals, sentence starters, 3-2-1 Summaries, Rubrics
Present students with common or predictable misconceptions about a designated concept, principle, or process.
Ask them whether they agree or disagree and explain why. The misconception check can also be presented in the
form of a multiple-choice or true-false quiz.

Student Conference

One on one conversation with students to check their level of understanding.

Index Card
Summaries/Questions

On an index card ask students to write on both sides, with these instructions: (Side 1) list a big idea that you
understand and word it as a summary statement. (Side 2) Identify something that you do not yet fully understand
and word it as a statement or question.

Exit Slips

A written student response to questions posed at the end of a class or learning activity or at the end of a day on
a small slip of paper.

Journal Entry

Students record in a journal their understanding of the topic, concept or lesson taught.

Self-Assessment
Goal Setting

A process in which students collect information about their own learning, analyze what it reveals about their
progress, and plan the next steps in their learning by setting a goal.

Portfolio Check

Check the progress of a student's portfolio. A portfolio is a purposeful collection of significant work, carefully
selected, dated and presented to tell the story of a student's achievement or growth in well-defined areas

Primary and Intermediate
Adapted from a list compiled by K Lambert, OCPS
Curriculum Services, 4/2012
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Formative Assessment Strategies (Whole Group)
Hand Signals

Ask students to display a designated hand signal to indicate their understanding of a specific concept, principle or process: - I
understand can explain, it (e.g., thumbs up).- I do not yet understand(e.g., thumbs down). -I'm not completely sure about (e.g.,
wave hand).

One Minute Questions

A one-minute question is a focused question with a specific goal that can be answered within a minute or two. Consider using
white boards or worksheet covers, and dry erase markers

Analogy Prompt
Graphic Organizers

3-Minute Pause

Observation
Choral Response
Debriefing
A-B-C Summaries

Present students with an analogy prompt: (A designated concept, principle, or process) is like _____ because
Any of several forms of graphical organizers which allow learners to perceive relationships between concepts through
diagramming key words, listing, or organizing key concepts. (Concept Map, Web, Venn Diagram, Frayer Model, 3 Column
Notes)
Provide a chance for students to stop, reflect on the concepts and ideas that have just been introduced, make connections to
prior knowledge or experience, and seek clarification. I changed my attitude about… I felt… I related to… I empathized with… I
became more aware of… I was surprised about…
Walk around the classroom and observe students as they work to check for learning. Strategies include: Anecdotal Records,
Conferences, Checklists
In response to a cue, all students respond verbally at the same time.
A form of reflection immediately following an activity.
Each student in the class is assigned a different letter of the alphabet and they must select a word starting with that letter that
is related to the topic being studied.

Idea Spinner

The teacher creates a spinner marked into 4 quadrants and labeled "Predict, Explain, Summarize, Evaluate." After new
material is presented, the teacher spins the spinner and asks students to answer a question based on the location of the
spinner.

Inside-Outside Circle

Inside and outside circles of students face each other. Within each pair of facing students, students quiz each other with
questions they have written. Outside circle moves to create new pairs. Repeat.

Numbered Heads
Together

Each student is assigned a number. Members of a group work together to agree on an answer. The teacher randomly selects
one number. Student with that number answers for the group.

Commit and Toss

Students record their thinking or response to a question or concept. They crumple up the paper and toss it in to the middle of the
room. Students then retrieve a different piece of paper, read, and then discuss.

Think-Pair-Share

Students think individually, then pair (discuss with partner), then share with the class.

Turn to A Partner

Teacher gives direction to students. Students formulate individual response, and then turn to a partner to share their
answers. Teacher calls on several random pairs to share their answers with the class.

Primary and Intermediate
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Recommended Resources

Benchmark Assessment
Fountas & Pinnell

readingpowergear.com

